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Disinformation

During the past weeks and months, the US media have been agog over one revelation after
another  of  supposed  Kremlin  skullduggery  in  tipping  the  US  presidency—the  rightful
inheritance, needless to say, of Hillary Clinton—into the unsavoury lap of Donald Trump.

Some critics have been ungrateful enough to suggest that claims published without the
least scintilla of supporting evidence by intelligence agencies which have a rich history of
lying to the American people as well as everyone else, and which are in addition led by
 James Clapper,  (image right)  the Director  of  National  Intelligence,  may not  be above
suspicion.[1]

But the latest revelation, a 35-page sequence of linked
texts published on January 10 by BuzzFeedNews, gives what simpletons are expected to
interpret  as  unimpeachable  evidence  of   soundness  and  credibility.  The  document  is
authored “by a person who has claimed to be a former British intelligence official,” and its
sources,  identified  by  letters  of  the  alphabet,  include  a  “senior  Russian  Foreign  Ministry
figure,”  “a  former  top  level  Russian  intelligence  officer  still  active  inside  the  Kremlin,”  as
well  as  another  “senior  Kremlin  official.”[2]  (How  could  one  fail  to  doff  one’s  cap  in
acknowledgment of the spy-craft of those Brits, who are able so deftly to penetrate the inner
counsels of the wicked Mr. Putin and induce his close associates to sing like canaries?)

The texts which make up this document propose that Mr. Trump and his entourage had
routine treasonous contacts with Russian state authorities over a long period leading up to
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the  election,  and  that  Mr.  Putin  was  interfering  in  that  election  in  every  way
possible—including by exploiting “TRUMP’s personal obsessions and sexual perversion in
order to obtain suitable ‘kompromat’ (compromising material) on him.”[3]

The document’s most lurid claim—certified by Sources B, D, E and F—is made on its second
page.  It’s  not  clear  what form of  perverse pleasure Mr.  Trump was supposed to have
obtained by  having  “a  number  of  prostitutes”  urinate  on  his  bed in  the  Moscow Ritz
Carlton’s presidential suite. The explanation given for the motivation behind this command
performance—that the same bed had previously been slept in, on one of their official visits
to Russia, by Barack and Michelle Obama (“whom he hated”)[4]—seems bizarre.

After all, on the night in question, whose soggy bed was it now?

By way of comparison: What harm would I be doing to a champion heavyweight boxer,
however much I loathed him, if I were to lace on one of his boxing gloves and punch myself
in the face with it?

The  most  immediate  concern  raised  by  this  literally  filthy  story  may  be  humanitarian.  It
seems well attested that Mr. Trump is not merely fastidious, but germaphobic:[5] where is
he supposed to have slept out the rest of  the night? On the perhaps undefiled sofa,  or on
the carpet? And what are we to make of the claim by trolling posters at 4Chan that this
“golden showers” story was a hoax they had foisted onto a Republican operative known to
despise  Trump,  who  then  shopped  it  around  to  news  media,  other  politicians,  and
intelligence agencies?[6]

If  this  story is  a fiction,  then are the document’s Sources B,  D,  E and F,  who confirmed it,
also fictional? And if some of the document’s sources are made up, what kind of fool would
want to believe that any of the rest are authentic?

Other aspects of the document have also run into trouble. Michael Cohen, Donald Trump’s
special  counsel,  whom the  document  says  was  a  key  figure  in  “the  ongoing  secret  liaison
relationship between the New York tycoon’s campaign and the Russian leadership,” and who
is  supposed  to  have  met  secretly  with  Kremlin  officials  in  Prague  in  August  2016,  has
declared that he has never visited the Czech Republic or Russia and was in New York and
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Los  Angeles  during  the  time  in  question.[7]  (It  does  not  seem  to  have  occurred  to
mainstream media  journalists  who have described the document’s  claims as  generally
unverifiable that a private, first-hand inspection of Mr. Cohen’s passport would provide one
important test of this narrative’s truth or falsity.)[8]

As Russian journalist  Andrei  Soldatov observes, writing at The Guardian,  the document
implausibly makes Igor Diveikin responsible for dealings with the US election: in fact, he was
in charge of Russian elections, and in October 2016 “was moved to the apparatus of the
state Duma.” And it confuses Department K of the FSB, which was not gathering material on
Hillary Clinton because it “has nothing to do with eavesdropping or cyber investigations,”
with  Department  K  of  the  Interior  Ministry,  which  is  indeed  “in  charge  of  cyber
investigations.”[9]

In addition to problematic features such as these, the document also contains lesser errors
of fact, such as the misspelling of the name of a Russian banking corporation, and the
incorrect claim that Moscow’s Barvikha suburb is “reserved for the residences of the top
leadership and their close associates”[10]—not to mention swathes of inside dope about the
machinations and anxieties of Putin and his closest advisors that have a distinct feel of
having been woven out of thin air.

Within a day of BuzzFeed‘s publication of the document, the author’s identity was revealed
by the Wall Street Journal.[11] He is one Christopher Steele, a former MI6 agent who is now
co-principal of a consulting firm, Orbis Business Intelligence—and who has gone into hiding,
leaving his neighbour in Surrey to feed the family cats and his partner in Orbis to make
unrevealing statements to the press.[12]

According to Julian Borger of The Guardian, Steele’s writings about Trump “were initially
commissioned as opposition research”—a polite term for scandal-mongering—“during the
presidential  campaign,  but  its  author  was  sufficiently  alarmed  by  what  he  discovered  to
send  a  copy  to  the  FBI.”[13]

It seems more likely that his employers invited him to pass it on. The Democratic Party and
the Clinton campaign inherited work by Steele that was initially paid for by Jeb Bush, who
was steamrollered by Trump in the Republican primaries. They were desperate to divert
attention away from the scandalous substance of the emails of the Democratic National
Committee and of John Podesta, the chair of Hillary Clinton’s presidential campaign, that
Wikileaks  was releasing to the public—the DNC emails  in  two batches on July  22 and
November 6, and the Podesta emails on a daily basis beginning on October 7. They had
fixed on a McCarthyite smearing of ‘Trump-the-Kremlin-puppet’ as the most efficacious way
of doing so;[14] and they must have been sufficiently impressed by Steele’s work to hope
that it might induce the FBI to give further momentum to their own previous claims.[15]

That may be speculation, but Steele’s documents, which achieved no more in the public
sphere before the election than an article by David Corn in Mother Jones,[16] were certainly
given an emphatic push after the election by Republican Senator John McCain. Julian Borger
writes that McCain, “who was informed about the existence of the documents separately by
an intermediary from a western allied state”—this seems a coy reference to Her Majesty’s
Government—“dispatched an emissary overseas to meet the source and then decided to
present  the  material  to  [FBI  Director]  Comey  in  a  one-on-one  meeting  on  9
December….”[17]
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In  his  best  deferential  Rosencrantz-and-
Guildenstern style, Borger informs us that “McCain is not thought to have made a judgment
on  the  reliability  of  the  documents  but  was  sufficiently  impressed  by  the  source’s
credentials  to feel  obliged to pass them to the FBI.”[18] He then reveals that  McCain
thought  highly  enough  of  their  reliability  that,  having  been  denied  a  special  Senate
committee to investigate connections between Trump’s campaign and Moscow, he told NBC
that three other committees—Armed Services (which he chairs),  Foreign Relations,  and
Intelligence—would examine the matter,  and if  they produced “enough information,”  a
special committee would be struck after all “to attack the issue.”[19] This sounds less like a
withholding of judgment than a full-court press.

Other news outlets—notably CNN—and intelligence operatives have sought to put some
distance  between  themselves  and  the  dossier.  James  Clapper,  for  instance,  issued  a
statement on January 11 denying that the US “intelligence community” had produced the
document published by BuzzFeed.[20] But the English newspaper The Guardian has worked
stubbornly to sustain the validity of Steele’s document.

This attempt might be said to epitomize The Guardian‘s decline from its former eminence.
Writing in its columns on January 12, Andrei Soldatov, whose exposure of some of Steele’s
factual  errors I  have quoted above, maintains that despite “factual  confusion”;  despite
problems  with  the  conspiratorial  bias  of  the  document’s  analysis;  despite  “unverifiable
sensational  details”;  despite  “questionable  evidence”;  and  finally,  despite  “big  questions”
about  the  “high-placed  Kremlin  officials  [who]  seem  a  little  too  keen  to  talk  to  a  former
British spy, and feed him damaging information about the most sensitive Kremlin operation
in  the  21st  century—right  in  the  middle  of  the  operation”;—despite  all  these  failings,
Steele’s representation of Kremlin procedures and motivations “sounds about right,” and
“looks entirely plausible.” “And that,” Soldatov concludes, “whatever the truth of Putin’s
connections with Trump, makes it all pretty scary.”[21]

I would describe this reasoning—according to which a document whose analytical method is
problematic  and  whose  evidential  basis  is  variously  confused,  unverifiable,  highly
questionable, or wholly absent, can nonetheless be accepted as plausible—as mental debris.
If any categorical distinction can be made between thinking of this order and the kind of
arguments that sent accused witches to the stake in the 16th and 17th centuries, I should
like to know what it might be.

In another article published on the same day, January 12, Nick Hopkins and Luke Harding of
The Guardian doubled down on their newspaper’s support for Christopher Steele. They pose
the question of why, if the claims made in the 35-page dossier prepared by Steele were as
mendacious  as  President-Elect  Trump  claimed  during  his  January  11  news  briefing,  “had
America’s intelligence agencies felt it necessary to provide a compendium of the claims to
Barack Obama and Trump himself?”[22]
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Their answer is that Steele’s former colleagues described him as “’very credible’—a sober,
cautious and meticulous professional with a formidable record”; and as

“an experienced and highly regarded professional […]. If he puts something in
a  report,  he  believes  there  is  sufficient  credibility  in  it  for  it  to  be  worth
considering. Chris is a very straight guy. He could not have survived in the job
he  was  in  if  he  had  been  prone  to  flights  of  fancy  or  doing  things  in  an  ill-
considered way.”

“That,” Hopkins and Harding declare, “is the way the CIA and FBI, not to mention the British
government, regarded him too.”[23]

In their praise of “the credibility” of Christopher Steele, “the quality of the sources he has,
and the quality of the people who were prepared to vouch for him,” Hopkins and Harding
exceed even their colleague Julian Borger in obsequiousness. They describe Steele as a
friend  and  contemporary  of  Alex  Younger,  the  current  head  of  MI6,  and  speculate
(apparently on their own bat) that he might perhaps have had the top job himself were it not
that  his  area of  specialization,  Russian espionage,  “was taking a back seat  to  Islamic
terrorism and non-state threats.”[24]

But  anyone  with  experience  of  composing  and  interpreting  letters  of  reference  and
recommendation  within  a  large  organization  will  understand  nuances  in  what  Steele’s
former colleagues said about him that seem to have escaped these journalists. With the
exception of “formidable record,” the terms applied to Steele suggest an all-round good
egg,  experienced,  hard-working  and  conscientious  in  a  straightforward  way—but  they
abstain from any hint that he was either exceptional or brilliant, or some kind of T. E.
Lawrence of the Russia desk.

It’s  not evident,  for  that matter,  that the former colleagues consulted by Hopkins and
Harding were themselves among the sharper knives in the drawer, since they seem not to
reflected  on  reasons  for  incredulity  about  Steele’s  work  that  should  have  occurred  to
insiders like themselves. Steele’s document claims that he became aware that for years
(first five, then eight) Vladimir Putin had schemed to run Trump, with the latter’s knowledge
and connivance, as a ‘Manchurian Candidate.’

It would follow, as former UK ambassador Craig Murray has lucidly observed, that

A  private  company  [Orbis  Business  Intelligence]  had  minute  by  minute
intelligence on the Manchurian Candidate scheme and all the indictable illegal
activity that was going on, which the CIA/NSA/GCHQ/MI6 did not have, despite
their  specific  tasking  and  enormous  technical,  staff  and  financial  resources
amounting  between  them  to  over  150,000  staff  and  the  availability  of
hundreds  of  billions  of  dollars  to  do  nothing  but  this.

It would follow as well that

A private western company is able to run a state level intelligence operation in
Russia for years, continually interviewing senior security sources and people
personally  close  to  Putin,  without  being  caught  by  the  Russian  security
services—despite  the  fact  that  the  latter  are  brilliant  enough  to  install  a
Manchurian Candidate as President of the USA. This private western company
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can  for  example  secretly  interview  staff  in  top  Moscow  hotels—which  they
themselves say are Russian security service controlled—without the staff being
too scared to speak to them or ending up dead. They can continually pump
Putin’s friends for information and get it. [25]

*   *   *   *   *

Despite all these criticisms listed here, does there remain a sense in which Christopher
Steele’s document can be understood as participating in well-established traditions of British
intelligence?

I am thinking, in particular, of striking parallels between Steele’s work and that of two
celebrated British secret agents, one of them deservedly illustrious, and the other even
better known to a wide public: Juan Pujol García, M.B.E., and James Wormold, O.B.E.

Pujol, a Spanish citizen, decided after the fall of France in 1940 to contribute to “the good of
humanity”  by  helping  Britain  resist  Nazi  Germany.[26]  Adopting  the  identity  of  a  fiercely
pro-Nazi  Spanish  government  official,  he  was  taken  on  by  the  Abwehr  as  an  agent,  given
instruction in spy-craft, and ordered to move to Britain and recruit a network there. But like
Steele, who as Hopkins and Harding inform us is unable to travel to Russia and has not set
foot in that country for twenty years, Pujol preferred to act at a distance. He moved to
Lisbon, where he invented a network of  fictitious agents living in different parts of  Britain,
and began to provide the Abwehr with a stream of misinformation, the plausible coloration
for which he derived from newsreels, a tourist guide, and magazines and reference books in
the public library. The Germans accepted the story that his dispatches were being sent from
the UK to Lisbon by a courier, a KLM pilot.

In the spring of 1942 Pujol succeeded in being taken up by the British secret service and
moved by  them to  the  UK;  his  ensuing  mystifications  of  German intelligence  were  carried
out by radio. He was able to contribute to the work of the Bletchley Park code-breakers in
penetrating successive versions of the German Enigma codes, and in June 1944 played an
important role in helping to persuade the German High Command that the D-Day landings in
Normandy were merely a feint, and that the principal landings would be carried out in the
Pas de Calais by a army of 150,000 men under the command of General George Patton. To
resist  this  nonexistent  force,  the  Germans  held  back  twenty-one  divisions  that  might
otherwise have intervened in the Normandy fighting. It appeared from postwar analysis that
during the period of this deception, from June to August 1944, no less than 62 of Pujol’s
radio reports—based on information gathered by his very substantial network of some two
dozen  purely  imaginary  sub-agent  sources—had  been  quoted  in  the  German  High
Command’s intelligence summaries.[27]

On  July  29,  1944,  in  recognition  of  his  services  to  the  German  war  effort,  Pujol  was  by
Hitler’s personal authorization awarded the Iron Cross, Second Class—by radio, of course.
King George VI presented him in person with an M.B.E. on November 25th of the same year.

James  Wormold’s  deceptions  were  of  a  more  reflexive  nature,  since  they  were  directed
solely at his own employers. Recruited in 1957 by MI6 in Havana, where he ran a business
selling vacuum cleaners, Wormold was initially stumped as to how he could satisfy the
demands of his handler and the authorities in London for intelligence, let alone manage, as
a single parent, the out-of-control extravagances of his teenage daughter Milly.
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He resolved the two problems together by inventing, as Pujol had done before him, an
expanding  network  of  fictional  sources—who  of  course  ran  up  expenses  and  needed
payments of various kinds. MI6 headquarters was impressed by the volume and the breadth
of Wormold’s dispatches (which like Pujol’s were derived from publicly available sources and
his own fertile imagination)—and went into a particular tizzy over his major intelligence
coup, the ‘discovery’ in Cuba’s Oriente province of strange and frightening installations that
appeared to represent some hitherto undreamt-of form of military technology. The fears of
Wormold’s MI6 handler that the sketches one of his sources produced looked rather like
enlarged images of the latest model Atomic Pile Suction Cleaner were dissipated when
agents of a foreign power, who had taken note of Wormold’s activities, launched aggressive
action against him and his supposed network. How could Wormold be a fake when foreign
intelligence agencies were going to the trouble of bumping off people they thought were his
agents?

But the supposed Oriente installations were indeed made up of vacuum-cleaner parts.

When MI6 folded up Wormold’s operation and recalled him to London, however, it  was
recognized that a man who had never had any secrets but had simply made them up
wholesale  couldn’t  be  prosecuted  under  the  Official  Secrets  Act,  and  that  MI6’s  loss  of
prestige if  Naval  Intelligence or  the War Office,  let  along the press,  ever got  wind of  what
had transpired would be intolerable.

In the concluding chapter of Graham Greene’s novel—for of course this spy, “our man in
Havana,” is himself no less a fiction than all of the intelligence sources he invented and the
reports that flowed from his burgeoning imagination—the head of MI6 himself informs James
Wormold of the outcome:

‘We thought the best thing for you under the circumstances would be to stay
at  home—on  our  training  staff.  Lecturing.  How  to  run  a  station  abroad.  That
kind of thing.’ He seemed to be swallowing something very disagreeable. He
added, ‘Of course, as we always do when a man retires from a post abroad,
we’ll recommend you for a decoration. I think in your case—you were not there
very long—we can hardly suggest anything higher than an O.B.E.'[28]

*   *   *   *   *

The sequence here may be instructive. Juan Pujol was unambiguously a heroic figure, a man
of stunning initiative, boldness, and imagination who took decisive and inventive action at a
time when the likelihood that any one person could contribute meaningfully to averting
geopolitical catastrophe must have seemed vanishingly small. Over a period of five years he
successfully deceived—and with significant consequences—the military intelligence service
of what when he began had been the dominant military power in Europe.

Graham Greene’s satirical novel—the product of a man with some experience of intelligence
work—flowed from a mood of  cynicism generated by Cold-War preparations for  global  war
and the pervasive McCarthyism of the 1950s. When Beatrice Severn, the secretary provided
to Wormold by MI6, defiantly tells an interrogation committee that she’d happily have been
his accomplice if she had known what he was up to, she responds to an interruption by
adding,
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 ‘Oh, I forgot. There’s something greater than one’s country, isn’t there. You
taught us that with your League of Nations and your Atlantic Pact, NATO and
UNO and SEATO. But they don’t mean any more to most of us than all the
other letters, U.S.A. and U.S.S.R. And we don’t believe you any more when you
say you want peace and justice and freedom. What kind of freedom? You want
your careers.’

She adds, to Wormold:

They haven’t  left  us  much to  believe,  have they?—even disbelief.  I  can’t
believe in anything bigger than a home, or anything vaguer than a human
being.[29]

A kind of motto for this novel, with its merciless mockery of the world of ‘intelligence,’ is
provided  by  the  Noel  Coward-ish  song  of  a  dinner-jacketed  performer  in  the  Havana
nightclub  where  Wormold  and  Beatrice  first  meet:  “Sane  men  surround  /  You,  old  family
friends.  /  They say the earth is  round— /  My madness offends.  /  An orange has pips,  they
say, / And an apple has rind. / I say that night is day / And I’ve no axe to grind. / Please don’t
believe….”[30] Wormold’s operation does result in the violent deaths of several people, one
of whom he shoots. But there’s no doubt, in this world, that the nincompoops of MI6 richly
deserve the deceptions he practises on them.

What, finally, of Christopher Steele? It doesn’t seem very risky, at this point, to propose that
his modus operandi in compiling his Trump ‘dossier’ followed the examples of Pujol and
Wormold. As in their cases, it can be said that the people most thoroughly deceived by his
labours—a large gaggle of Clintonite Democrats, noisy cheerleaders for World War Three
like John McCain, and journalistic incompetents like The Guardian‘s team—richly deserved to
be fooled.

But Pujol displayed nobility of character—and courage, for had his operation been exposed
by the Abwehr while he was still working out of Lisbon, he would certainly have been killed.
Greene imparted to his James Wormold a kind of unassuming stubborn integrity appropriate
to  the  age  of  existentialist  philosophy.  It’s  hard,  by  comparison,  to  find  anything
praiseworthy in Steele’s work as a merchant of sleaze—dangerous sleaze too, since its
obvious purpose was to contribute to the heightening of New-Cold-War tensions between
the USA and Russia.
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